WG1: A discussion on Shared Heritage Notion: a multiple reading

We interrogate the notion of Shared Built Heritage in a collective construction of the current situation, as imagined and experienced by the members of our ISC. Then, we will push it towards an interaction with theoretical notions and with formal documents dealing with heritage in order to propose a rich, shared and contemporary interpretation of SBH.

The ISC SBH focus on the ‘shared or mutual’ built evidence from around the world. The SBH provides clues on multi-cultural background of our past and educates us to respect each other due to the similarity, differences, and more importantly what we ‘shared’ together in the past to prosper together for the future. The ideas of belonging, togetherness and sharing are important concept in creating a sustainable development.
Some topics to discuss:

- **History of the ISCSBH, from its birth to the present day**
  
  Useful to know the ISC (and to know ourselves) but also to know where we come from and to avoid repeating paths already taken

- **History of the notion - "shared"**
  
  Who uses it? Since when? Why?

- **Current position, challenges and meanings**
  
  In case of territorial disagreements and conflicts (Kosovo, Palestine...)

  In case of international changes (disintegration of Sudan, changes in European’s borders – EU and not as in Ukraine)

  In case of more or less slow exit from the state of direct colonisation (Algeria, Sudan but also the whole former big empires and their tangible legacies ...)

  Themes of integration of differences (Kurdistan and other changes in Turkey, non-Han in China, Chinese communities outside China, primitive peoples in Australia and Canada ...)

- **Translations and uses at different territorial scales** (different languages, national, regional uses ...)
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